Elevate Your Customer Experience
with Projectors for Digital Signage

Create one-of-a-kind experiences.
Realize your vision and design experiences that transform emotions
and create action. From advertising on a giant curved wall to intricate
projection on products—no project is too small or too large.
Why use projection for digital experiences?
Projectors enable you to create engaging, captivating experiences
by adding a layer of content on almost anything.

Enhancing Retail Spaces
with Creative Projection
When IKEA needed a digital signage solution
that was just as reliable as it was innovative,
they turned to Epson Projectors, creating
flexible, captivating displays that both attracted
and engaged customers.

Watch Video

Laser Projectors are Key to
Immersive Environments
Temple House, an exclusive event space in Miami
Beach, leverages the power of Epson laser projector
technology for awe-inspiring projection mapping to
dramatically transform their space for different
occasions. See how projection can be used to reinvent
an experience, without changing anything else!

Read Case Study
Watch Video

Immersive Dining with
Projection Mapping
Create an immersive dining experience,
dynamically change the menu offerings, or
help a customer celebrate a special event
by creating customized content.

Watch Video

A Beam of Light
Light and darkness. There’s nothing more
elemental or more moving. See how artist, Michael
Skura, illuminated more than 1,000 of his beautiful
hand blown and molded glass sculptures with pure
laser light from 19 Epson LightScene® and three
PowerLite® L615U laser projectors.

Read Case Study
Watch Video

Make the ordinary extraordinary.

Push the boundaries of space and digital content
to deliver environments that inspire people to stay
longer, spend more time and leave with a
memorable experience.
With our expansive lineup of products, the
possibilities are endless. And, with Epson projectors,
you can count on extraordinary image quality, as
well as industry-leading service and support.

Interchangeable
Lens Projectors

Fixed Lens
Laser Projectors

Accent Lighting
Projectors

Ideal for Larger-than-life
Experiences

Ideal for Dynamic Imaging
in Smaller Spaced

Ideal for Experiential,
Any-surface Projection

Packed with state-of-the-art
technology, they feature
sophisticated software that
enables color uniformity, easy
edge-blending, curved wall
projection, as well as collection
of lenses and more.

With a fixed lens and a host
of innovative features, these
portable powerhouse projectors
deliver brilliant video and
professional-grade reliability.

Sleek spotlight performers,
they can transform retail
spatial design while blending
in with premium, upscale
environments. Unique
software, special filters, and
customized templates enable
them to display information
in a way that truly captivates.
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